Sika offers a comprehensive line of sealants and assembling products for interior glass and mirror installation to meet any customer’s project needs. Our range of compatible polymer-based sealants, adhesives and glass setting products is made to support various demands on your interior glazing, glass assembling, glass railing, glass partition wall and mirror mounting applications.

**SILICONES**
- **Sikasil®-GP** - general purpose, moisture curing, non-sagging, elastomeric silicone sealant | clear
- **Sikasil®-N Plus** - neutral curing, one-component assembly silicone sealant | translucent and pigmented
- **Sikasil® WS-305 AM** - neutral curing silicone sealant with high movement capability | various colors
- **Sikasil® SG-10** - fast neutral curing silicone assembly sealant | clear
- **Sikasil® SG-20** - high-strength, one-component, elastic and durable structural silicone sealant | black

**HYBRIDS**
- **Sikaflex®-510 AM 50** - isocyanate free, high movement, low modulus sealant | various colors

**POLYURETHANES**
- **Sikaflex®-124 Mirror Grip** - moisture curing, instant grip, flexible and compatible mirror bonding adhesive
- **SikaForce®-7780 L05** - two-component, self-leveling and fast-curing polymer-grout for quick and economical glass setting, ready-to-use in cartridges, tested with laminated glass
- **SikaForce®-735 GG** - two-component, self-leveling polymer-grout for manual and pump-supported glass setting in glass railing applications, tested with laminated glass
Sika offers a full range of solutions for insulated glass manufacturing, structural glazing and weathersealing, thereby ensuring system compatibility. With its profound competence in opaque and glass facades alike, Sika is the ideal partner for planners and applicators of all kinds on building envelopes.

SIKA INDUSTRY HAS DEDICATED REPRESENTATIVES TO SERVE GLAZING CONTRACTORS IN THE U.S. MARKET

SIKAFORCE®-735 GG
IS THE LEADING GLASS SETTING RESIN IN THE MARKET WITH UNMATCHED LAMINATED GLASS COMPATIBILITY

SWRI VALIDATED WEATHERSEALING
SOLUTIONS INCLUDES SILICONES AND HYBRIDS

SIKA OFFERS A FULL RANGE OF STRUCTURAL SEALANTS
SUITABLE FOR USE IN STRUCTURAL SEALANT GLAZING & INSULATING GLASS APPLICATIONS

GLASS & GLAZING APPLICATIONS
INCLUDING WEATHERSEALING STRUCTURAL GLAZING INSULATED GLASS WINDOW & DOOR GLASS RAILING

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
LOCAL RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT TEAM

AAMA VERIFIED WINDOW SEALANTS
LISTED IN SIX AAMA SPECIFICATIONS

MEMBERSHIPS INCLUDE
FENESTRATION & GLAZING INDUSTRY ALLIANCE (FGIA)
NATIONAL GLASS ASSOCIATION (NGA)
FAÇADE TECTONICS INSTITUTE (FTI)

Sika Industry
30800 Stephenson Highway
Madison Heights, MI 48071
Tel: 248.577.0020

Sika North America Plant Locations
Lyndhurst, New Jersey
Lakewood, New Jersey
Marion, Ohio
Grandview, Missouri
Montreal, Quebec

North America Silicone Competence Center
995 Towbin Avenue
Lakewood, NJ 08701

Customer Service
800.688.7452
Technical Service
e-mail: tsmh@us.sika.com
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